The 4 C’s of Handling Irate
Customers and Difficult
Situations
EXPLORE THE IMPORTANCE OF STAYING CALM AND CONTROLLED—IN EVERY SITUATION—PREVENTING IT FROM
SPIRALING OUT OF CONTROL. THERE’S NO ONE THING THAT PUSHES A CUSTOMER OVER THE EDGE.
It’s all about:
• Compassion
– Listen
carefully and
react to their
words, not
just their
behavior.
Examine the
facts.
• Calm – Remain
calm and
don’t lose
your cool.
• Confidence
– Handle
the situation
knowing you
are following
company
guidelines—
and serve the
customer.
• Competence
– Save the
customer
with your
competent
handling of
the situation
so he or she
continues to
be a customer.

IMPORTANT: Sometimes those irate customers just want to have their say, be listened to, and have their
problem solved. However, other times, they want to vent, and then be done doing business with you.

Stay on Target–4 Steps to Dealing With Difficult Situations
When working through difficult situations, your primary goal is solving the problem. Four specific steps
will help you take an “action-oriented” approach:

1. Act quickly,
2. Take responsibility,
3. Make an empowered
decision, and
4. Compensate.
There is not just one way to solve a problem situation, so rely on yourself and your own good judgment.
Remember… difficult situations can go from bad to worse in a hurry.
Prepare yourself for the possibility by

1) staying informed about new company systems and policies,
2) using professional development to increase your confidence, and
3) knowing when and how to properly ask for help.

Employees—
Take Care of Yourself
• Dealing
with irate
customers
will drain you
physically and
emotionally,
and put your
skills to the
test.
• Compassion
helps you
better
understand
what
customers
want and
need.
• When you lose
your cool, you
lose.
• Build up your
confidence
with continued
training,
practice, and
positive selftalk.
• Effectively
and efficiently
working
toward
solutions
shows your
customers
that their
needs matter
to you.

After you have had to deal with a customer’s outburst, you
must find ways to take care of yourself.
As part of your “recovery time,” know that dealing with irate
customers is mainly about examining and managing their emotional
state, and for you, the employee, it is about taking care of yourself.
− RECOVERY AND EVALUATION ALLOWS YOU TO RELAX, RECHARGE AND ASSESS YOUR ROLE.
− RECOVERY SEPARATES YOU FROM THE SITUATION, AND GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO BREATHE.
− EVALUATION ALLOWS YOU TO EXAMINE YOUR ACTIONS AND IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS.
− SITUATIONAL ASSESSMENT CAN ASSIST YOUR EVALUATION OF AN ENCOUNTER.
These encounters put your service skills and personal fortitude to the ultimate text. How you deal with it
separates you from everyone else in the eyes of your co-workers, supervisors and customers.
Some simple guidelines should be part of your company’s employee handbook:

Do not lie to your customer, no matter how heated it gets.
Understand the basics of how to handle an irate customer
Keep a level head.
Respond to the customer’s specific needs.
Work to solve the problem.
Remember YOU are the point of first contact, and you will set the tone of
the entire encounter, and affect what happens next.
NEVER: You will never win if you respond to their insults with your own angry attitude.

Rebuilding Yourself Through Positive Self-Talk
Difficult situations can drain you and leave you feeling empty so use positive self-talk, a series of short
declarative statements written by you that define you. When you expend the energy and focus needed
to accomplish your goal, many people feel exhausted. Even worse, they are left with diminished selfesteem. Removing yourself from the situation and using positive self-talk can help you overcome the
barriers that have just recently been constructed around your psyche and self-esteem.
You know yourself better than anyone, and you know what you need to hear to recharge your confidence
and overcome the anxiety left behind after a difficult situation or an irate customer encounter. Positive
self-talk pumps you up with the truth. When writing positive self-talk statements, be honest about your
abilities, be open about your strengths, and be candid with yourself about your limitations.
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